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Abstrect

The linear damping rates of the toroidal ion temperature gradient (rh) mode due to

the toroidM resonance are calculated in the local kinetic limit. The well-known Landau

contour method is generalized to treat the analytic continuation problem of the guiding

center dispersion function in the toroidal resonance system where the resonance occurs

from both the magnetic VB-curvature drift and the parallel ion transit drift. A detailed

numericaJ analysis is presented for the dependence of the damping rate of the toroida]

rh mode on various parameters such a_ _n, kv, and the trapped electron fraction. In

addition, a consideration is presented on the decay problem of the ballistic response

by the phase mixing in the toroidal system, which is directly related to the present

damping problem of the wave normal modes by the toroidal resonance.
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I Introduction

The ion temperature gradient mode (r/; mode) has been receiving strong interest in relation

to the anomalous ion thermal transport in the high ion temperature plasmas. Numerous

works have been performed to study the stability properties of the rt, mode in various limits.

A well-known characteristic of the rh mode is that it can be driven unstable by the two

different mechanisms; the coupling of the temperature gradient with the parallel transit

drift (slab mode) 1-_ or with the toroidal magnetic VB-curvature drift (toroidal mode). 3-4

Among these two branches, the toroidal rh mode has, in general, the larger growth rate and

lower threshold value r/c, and thus the mode is believed to be more relevant to the anomalous

ion thermal transport. Thus, most recent studies of the rh mode stability and the resulting

transport are concentrating on the toroidal branch rather than the slab branch.

An important feature of the toroidal rh mode is that its stability property is quite sensitive

to various kinetic effects. In particular, the growth rate and real frequency of the toroidal r],

mode are significantly changed when we include the kinetic effect due to the toroidal reso-

nance. A recent attempt s to develop the gyro-Landau fluid model equation for the toroidal

rh mode reflects the importance of this toroidal resonance effect. Here, the toroidal reso-

nance means the wave-particle interaction between the electrostatic ballooning-type mode

and the guiding center drift particles in the low/3 toroidal system. This toroidal resonance

occurs through two different resonance mechanisms. One is the usual parallel ion transit

drift resonance, as related to the ballooning structure of the mode, rather than to the shear

of magnetic field as in the slab case. The other is the magnetic V'B-curvature drift resonance

due to the inhomogeneity of the toroidal magnetic field. A main difference between these two

resonances is that the latter occurs when the wave propagates to a particular direction, for

example, the ion diamagnetic drift direction, while the former occurs for arbitrary direction

of the wave propagation.



An important effect of this toroidal resonance, besides the stabilization of the unsta-

ble toroidal rl_ mode, is that it gives the damping or dissipation for the stable toroidal _,

mode. In the present high temperature plasma, this kinetic damping due to the resonance

is expected to be the dominant dissipation mechanism for the electrostatic fluctuations, and

thus might play an important role in relation to the anomalous transport. In fact, a recent

fluid simulation 6 of the toroidal _, mode turbulence indicates that for the reliable estimate

of the saturation amplitude and the steady state transport it is quite important to know

more exactly the dissipation rate of the stable long wavelength-side modes which are sub-

ject to significant resonance damping. A different simulation study r of the toroidal rh mode

turbulence using the 3-dimensional particle simulation code also suggests the importance of

the resonance effect in relation to the anomalous transport. In this 3D particle simulation

study, the anomalous transport appears to occur following the quasilinear diffusion model.

1-'The plasma relaxes rapidly toward the marginal sta Jie state, and then a slowly oscillating

steady state transport takes place near the margi_al state. Here, the steady state thermal

transport is closely related to the kinetic resonance response function for the toroidal dis-

persion relation. The more complete understanding of the toroidal resonance and resulting

damping properties may be also useful for the development of the more accurate toroidal

gyro-Landau fluid model.

Motivated by these reasons, in this work we consider in more detail the resonance and

damping problems of the toroidal rh mode. In the electrostatic local kinetic limit, we first

consider in detail the characteristic of the toroidal resonance. Then we develop a method for

the calculation of the damping rate due to this toroidal resonance. We generalize the well-

known Landau contour method s to treat the analytic continuation problem in the toroidal

resonance system which includes the magnetic _TB-curvature drift resonance as well as the

parallel ion Landau resonance. This contour integral method is quite different from a previous

method by Similon et al.9 where a differential equation satisfied by the dispersion function



has been used to calculate the negative growth rate. While the method of Similoa et al.9

treats well the analytic continuation problem, a difficulty appears in deriving the differential

equation of the dispersion function when the dispersion function becomes a little complicated,

for example, by including the kll or the finite Larmor radius (FLR) terms. Compared with this

differential equation method, the method presented here calculates directly the dispersion

function through the velocity space integral, and the analytical continuation problem is

resolved by using the velocity contour which is similar to the usual Landau contour. This

contour integral method appears to be more easily applicable to the more complicated forms

of the dispersion function. In a particular limit with no temperature gradient and FLR

terms, our method is shown in Sec. III to give the same result as that of Similon et al. 9

Using the new method, we present a detailed numerical analysis of the damping rates

of the toroidal rh mode. The dependences of the damping rate on various parameters such

as _,_,kll , and k_ are numerically investigated. In addition_ we consider how the trapped

electrons affect the damping property of the toroidal rh mode. Finally, in the appendix

we consider briefly an interesting problem closely related to the present resonant damping

problem, that is, the decay problem of the ballistic response by phase mixing in the toroidal

system. We show that the decay rate of the ballistic response by phase mixing is substantially

slower in the toroidal system, compared with exponential decay rate in the simple slab

system.

In Sec. II, we discuss the characteristics of the toroidal resonance. A new method to

calculate the damping rate due to this toroiglal resonance is then introduced in Sec. III. In

Sec. IV, we present a detailed numerical analyses of the damping property of the toroidal rh

mode in various parameter regimes. Finally, the conclusions are given in Sec. V.



II Characteristics of Toroidal Resonance

In this work, we study the resonance and damping property of the toroidal _7,mode using

the simple local kinetic theory. We note that the local kinetic theory covers relatively well

the kinetic effects due to the resonance and FLR terms, compared with the nonlocal kinetic

theory which is more accurate but complicated. As is well known, the local kinetic dispersion

relation of the toroidal r/i mode is given in dimensionless form as

1 + r = P(_o) (1)

where r = Ti/T, and the dispersion function P(¢o) is given by

3

j_ _joOOP(w) = oo dVll 2v±dv.te

with w., = ku, wo, = 2e._o.,, e. = L,_/R, and L'_1 = -d In n/dr', This local dispersion

relation can be obtained by taking 0 = 0 from the usual nonlocal gyrokinetic equation

in the ballooning 8 space. In the dispersion relation (1), the velocities v± and vii have

been normalized to v/2v. where t,. = (Ti/rn,) 1/2, with the assumption of the Maxwellian

distribution. On the other hand, the frequencies _oand _o,i have been normalized to -v./L,_,

while the wavenumbers k± and kll to pi = v./_,_, and L., respectively. Note that under these

normalizations, the positive real ,o represents the ion diamagnetic direction for/% > 0.

Before we study the damping property of the toroidal r/i mode, it is useful first to consider

the important characteristics of the toroidal resonance. In Eq. (2), the toroid_d resonance

appears through the vanishing of the denominator _o-_oD,(v_/2 + v_)- _ kll t,[i = 0, which

physically represents the Doppler shift of the real frequency to zero due to the magnetic

VB-curvature drift (_oz_iterm) and the parallel ion transit drift (kll term). When _o is real,

the denominator becomes zero along the shifted ellipse in the 2-dimensional (vx, vii) velocity



space, described by

kll +-- = (3)
vii + V_WDi 2 a;Di 2w_i

on which the strong wave-particle resonant interaction takes place Equation (3) represents

the toroidal resonance condition in the local kinetic limit, and in the following we discuss

some important properties related to this condition.

Equation (:3) shows that the resonance is possible only when the real frequency w is larger

than the critical value ":b, = -k_/2_n,. This critical frequency wb, is a branch point across

which the analytical property of P(a;) is changed, and thus is called the branch frequency?

The branch frequency ":b, moves from -oo in the slab lirrfit of ":D; = 0 to zero in the pure

toroidal limit of kll = 0. This behavior is related to the fact that the toroidal curvature drift

moves just in one direction, while the parallel transit drift can move in both directions.

For a given ":, _> ":b, the shape of the resonant curve described by Eq. (3) changes

according to the ratio between the two terms ":o, and kll. As the ratio kll/":Di increases, the

radius of the resonant ellipse, which is given by _1/_ for the vii-direction and (2_) 1/2 for the

v_.-direction where _ = (_ - wb,)/":n,, also increases, while the center of the ellipse, which

locates at vii --- -kll/V"2":Di , moves to the higher velocity side along the vii-axis. Here, note

that the increase of the ratio kll/WD, corresponds to the mode transition from the toroidal

(kll/":D i '_ 1) to the slab (kll/":Di >> 1), even though this variation in the local limit is

rather arbitrary and may not correspond to the actual transition from the toroidal to the

slab branch. The elliptical shape of the reson ' carve means that the resonance occurs over

a range of energy e values given by emm< e < em_x. For a given a,'Di,ktl, and w, the minimum

and maximum resonant energies are found to be

emin= (V/_-' - "b. - '--./'Z-_b_)2/a.'D,, emAx= 2(.: -- 2":b_)l":D, (4)

with the pitch angle #rain = VlI/V = 1 and #m_, = -1/_/q -.:/2.:_., respectively, Note here

that the energies have been normalized to rnv_,/2. The width of this resonant energy band
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(Ae = em_- e-rain)isgiven by (V"W- _b,. + _)2/WD, which increases with the decreasing

_VD_or wb, , that is, as the mode changes from the toroidal to the slab.

It is also interesting to consider how the fraction of the particles resonant with the wave

in the interval [w,w + do] depends on the _ for given kv and kll. Assuming the Maxwellian

distribution, the resonant fraction function r(w) is given by

I_: +1"(_)

= vl_ ¢ZD_.s-:,/2 dVlle-[("H+")'- 2("I-_)1 (5)

with _ = (_- _b,.)l_n_and u = -ktllvi_D,. Note that r(_) = 0 for _ < _b,-and

f_°°o¢dwr(w) = 1. It is also easy to see that r(w) has the dependence of o¢ (&)l/_ near & -_ 0

or w ,_ wb,, while o¢ e-y_ for _5>> 1. In Fig. 1 we show the shapes of r(w) as a function of

¢z/wt), for the two values of kll/WDi. The fui:ction r(w) has a steep slope near the branch

frequency wb_, in particular, in the pure toroidal limit of kll = 0, and then decreases slowly

with the increasing _,,. Compared with the pure slab case where r(w) = _exp(-_ 2/2k_),

this shape of the toroidal resonant fraction function is quite asymmetric in terms of _.

These features of r(_) suggest that the kinetic resonance and damping characteristics will

be rapidly changed near the branch frequency iNthe toroidal limit. Also, these features result

in a different type of decay rate for the ballistic response by phase mixing in the toroidal

resonant system, as is shown in appendix.

The wave-particle resonance occurring over a range of the energy band of the particles

provides an interesting transport, mechanism near the marginal stability state. According

to the usual quasilinear fluid theory, there is no heat transport in the marginally stable

or damping state even for finite amplitude fluctuations. However, a finite quasilinear heat

transfer can occur from the resonant effect if the resonance occurs over a range of particle

energies. To see this, we note that the kinetic formula of the quasilinear heat flux (in the



normalized form) is given by

r r .',,
Im j__ _ Jo°°2v_'dv±e

Q(_o) sg(,Sk (6)

which is of the same form as the imaginary part of the P-function given in Eq. (2), but with

the integrand multiplied by the energy mv_/2. In the marginal state, Im P(w) becomes zero

but the heat flux Q(w) does not become zero due to the additional energy weighting in the

integrnaad and the spread of resonant energies. Thus, a significant heat transport occurs

through the resonant particles even in the marginally stable state. A recent 3D particle

simulation study r of the toroidal ion temperature gradient mode turbulence transport uses

this kinetic quasilinear transport model to explain the anomalous thermal transport observed

in the simulation near the marginal stability state. An actual calculation of the heat transfer

rate due to this kinetic effect is also given in Ref. 7.

Finally, we note that these characteristics of the toroidal resonance can be complicated

by the following two effects. One is the non-local effect, by which the branch frequency

w_ will have the spatial dispersion Awb, over the width of the mode so that the function

r(w) will have a smoother transition near the branch frequency. The other is the trapped

electron effect. Another resonance is possible from the trapped electrons even when the real

frequency is negative and thus w < wb,. The toroidal drift wave mode will now receive the

resonance over all frequency range, independently of the branch frequency. In Sec. IV, we

present a detailed consideration of this trapped electron effect on the damping rate of the

toroidal rh mode.

III Generalized Landau Contour Method

In the previous section, we have discussed important characteristics of the toroidal resonance.

From now on, we consider the damping property of the toroidal r/i mode related to this

toroidal resonance. It is easy to calculate the damping rate for the simple Landau resonance
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case. As will be shown, however, for the toroidal resonance case, the calculation of the

damping rate is not so straightforward due to the two dimensional velocity dependence of

the magnetic VB-curvature drift term. Thus, in this section, we introduce a new method to

calculate the damping rate in the toroidal resonance system.

We note first from the dispersion relation (1) that to obtain the eigenvalues of the un-

stable or stable modes we need just to calculate the complex dispersion function P(w). For

simplicity, from now on, we consider the following simple form of the P-function, instead of

Eq. (2),

/0 i$P(w) = v_.dt, x dvll f(a"' v_" vii) (7)
oo - avl - - cvii

where f is an analytic function related.,,to the equilibrium distribution of the particles, and

a, b, c are assumed to be real constants. The P-function is to be analytically continued from

= Im(w) > 0 to 7 = Im(w) < 0.

For the stable cases of -),= Im(w) _<0, we need to carry out the analytic continuation of

the dispersion function P(_;). A method to satisfy the analyticity condition for the stable

case is to take a proper deformation of the velocity integration path into the complex plane to

keep the resonant poles on the same side of the path of integration, s The dispersion function

P(¢o) is then given as a sum of the residue value and the direct integration or the principal

value, from the residue theorem.

The problem we encounter in this approach is that a difficulty occurs in calculating

the residue value for the toroidal resonance. Unlike the Landau resonance case where the

resonant pole is given as a point of vii = w/c so that the residue can be easily calculated, in

the toroidal case where the resonance condition is given as

+ +cvll= (s)

from Eq. (7), the resonant poles appear as a complex contour in the two dimensional velocity

space of vz and vll. Thus, the toroidal resonant condition does not explicitly determine the

9



values of two complex resonant poles of v± and Vtl, but gives just the relation between the

two values. To explain this more explicitly, we note that the residue of the P(w) given in

Eq. (7) can be writ ten as

R(a;) = 2_'i fc dvtl/["_' vj.(a:, vlt) , vtt] (9)1

with v± given from Eq. (8) in terms of _ and vii. Then, we have a difficulty in choosing the

complex contour C1 in the vtl space. Apparently, there are infinite number of forms for the

complex curve C1 and at this point it is not so clear which contour we should choose.

To find the correct contour, we first note that in the limit of _, ---,0 the curve C1 should

reduce to a well-defined real curve. Also, we note that for _he function P(w) to be an

analytic function the residue also must be an analytic function. When we con*_mplate these

two conditions, it is not so difficult to infer that the correct resonant complex contour set

will take the form of

V.L= (W+ c_/4b) 1/2 a: , vtl + c/2b = (w + c_/4b) 1/2 y , (10)

with the real variables x and y which satisfy

ax 2+by _= 1 . (11)

Only for this contour set, the residue becomes an analytic function in terms of _. For the

other resonant contours the residue should depend or, Ira(w) or Re(w), as well as w, and this

means that it does not satisfy the analytic continuation condition.

While we have obtained the above contour set from a simple consideration, it can be

also derived through a more formal procedure. We first note that the simple 1-D Landau

resonance is a particular case of the general 2-D resonance. In the 2-D velocity space of

vs. and vii, the resonant contour of the Landau resonance appears as a straight line, which

is a particular limit of the curves for the general toroidal resonance cases. An important

l0



point here is that this shape of the resonant contour for the Landau resonance corresponds

to a single coordinate line of the vi and vii velocity coordinate system. We note that the

calculation of the residue is trivial for the Landau resonance case since here the resonance

condition is expressed in terms of a single coordinate. In fact, if we change the coordinate

system from the (vi, vii) to the spherical coordinate system of (v = qv_. + v_, p = viiv),

the resonance condition for the Landau case will also take the 2-D form, making the same

difficulty as the toroidal resonance case. Now, we note that from this consideration that the

residue of the toroidal resonance case could be easily calculated, if we were to change the

coordinate systetn of v± and vii to one in which the toroidal resonance contour appears as a

straight line.

It is easy to find such a coordinate system for the toroidal resonance in Eq. (8). Taking

a series of coordinate transforms of

#

v± = ailiv_. , Vll = bill(vii + cl2b) ,

and

= v; + (vli) v = ,

we can see that in the spherical-like coordinate system of (v',_'), the resonance condition

is expressed in terms of a single coordinate, as (v') 2 = w + c2/4b. Now, in terms of the

new coordinate system of (v', #'), it is trivial to see that the resonant poles for the toroidal

case are given as (v') 2 = _ + c2/4b and -1 _< _i' _< 1, in similar with that vii = w/c and

0 _<v± < oc for the simple Landau case. Inverting the above coordinate transforms, we can

then obtain the corresponding resonant poles in the v± and vii coordinate system, which are

found to be exactly the same as those described b, Eqs. (10) and (11). Thus, we find that

the resonant contour for the general toroidal resonance case can be easily obtained, as in the

simple Landau resonance case, if we make the proper coordinate transformation.

Once the resonant contour is determined, it is easy to calculate the residue given in

11



Eq. (9). If we use the resonant contour given in Eqs. (10) and (11), the residue takes the

following definite integral

R(w) -- 27ri V/W + c2/4d/: dyf[w,v±(w,y) , vli(w,y)] (12)1

which can be easily calculated usivg the simple integration. Now, the dispersion function

P(w) for the stable case can be calculated by adding this residue R(w) to the direct double

integration value.

This new method to calculate the P(w) in the stable regime may be considered as the

direct generalization of the well-known Landau contour method to the more general toroidal

resonaace case. This contour integral method is quite different from the differential equation

method by Similon et al. 9 The present method seem_ to be easier to apply to the more

complicated forms of the guiding center dispersion function, like that given in Eq. (2). Here,

it may be worthwhile to present a comparison between these two methods for the example

given in Similon et al. 9 Figure 2 shows the values of P(w) from the two methods (the dotted

curve i8 from the Fig. 6 in the paper of Similon et al.) in the simple limit of rh = w., = kll = 0,

no FLR term and "r/WDt = --1. We can see that two results agree exactly in this limit. (In

Fig. 2, an arbitrary small displace of the functions plotted is made to allow the two curves

to be visible on the graph.)

IV Kinetic Damping Rates of Toroidal r/i Mode

As discussed in Sec. II, the resonance of the toroidal 77;mode occurs when the real frequency is

greater than a branch frequency _'b_. When the toroidal rh mode approaches to the marginal

stability point, for example, by decreasing the r/;, the resonant damping will then occur only

when the marginal r,:al frequency is greater than the branch frequency. This means that

by considering the marginal stability property of the toroidal rh mode we can see whether

the damping occurs or not for given parameter regime. Thus, before we present the detailed

12



numerical analysis of the damping rate using the method described in Sec. II, it is useful to

consider property the marginal stability property of the toroidal rh mode.

2 v 2 in WD (constant energyTaking the approximation of kll = 0, and (v_/2 + v_) _ 5

model), it is straightforward to obtain the following marginal stability conditions of the

marginM real frequency w, and the threshold rlc,1°-13

(i) for the resonant regime of W/WD > 0 or 2e,,(1 + r)(1 + b_) > 1,

4

4

r_¢.__5 e,(1 + r)(1 + b,) , (14)

(ii) for the non-resonant regime of W/WD < O,

2

r/c _- 1--5_,(1 -t- r)(1 + bi). (15)

Note that _ = 0 in this case and we have approximately included the FLR effect using the

function F0(b,) __ 1/(1 + b,) with b_= k_p_.

These marginal stability conditions say that the resonant damping occurs only when the

value of 2e,(1 + r)(1 + b_) is larger than one. Thus, for a given parameter set, the resonance

will occur better as _.,_,r = T,/T,, or b, becomes larger. The threshold value r/c has the

minimum value of r/c= 2/3 at 2e,(1 + r)(1 + bi) = 1, that is, in the boundary between the

resonant and non-resonant parameter regimes.

In Fig. 3, we show the marginal stability bout daries in the [c,,,rh] space, calculated nu-

merically from the dispersion relation Eq. (1), for the three cases of (a) b_ = 0, kll = 0, (b)

b, = 0.25, kll = 0, and (c) b, = 0.25, kll = 0.he,, with r = 1. For each case, there are two

types of the marginal stability boundary, that is, the resonant and the non-resonant, ap-

proximately given by Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively. Note that the non-resonant boundary

13



has been determined by the condition w, = wb, = -k_/2wo < 0. For all of the three cas_,

the resonance occurs in the large _, region of _, ,_ 1/[2(1 + r)(1 + 5i)] "_ 0.21, in good

agreement with that approximately estimated using the above marginal stability analysis.

An iuteresting feature shown in Fig. 3 is that in the resonant region of e', > 0.21 the resonant

damping occurs over a finite interval of r/;. When the r/i decreases below the threshold value

r/c, the real frequency approaches the bxanch frequency wb_, making the damping stop. Fig-

ure 3 shows that the width of this damping region in the 77;space increases with increasing

_,,. The width of the damping regio, also increases by the stabilizing effects of the FLR

and kll terms in the resonant stability boundary region, as shown in the curves (b) and (c),

respectively.

This marginal stability analysis is useful to see in what parameter regime thc damping

will occur, and can be easily performed without using the contour integral method developed

in Sec. III. To calculate the actual damping rate of the toroidal rh mode, however, we need

to solve the dispersion relation (1) using the contour integral method, From now on, we

present the numerical results of damping rates obtained through this method. In Fig. 4,

we first show the growth rate and real frequency as a function of 77; for the three cases of

e, = 0.2,0.4 and 0.8 with k_p_ = 0.5, r = 1, and kflL_ = 0,1 (so that wb_ -_ 0). We first

note that the damping at rh < r/c occurs more strongly as cn increases, and the interval of

the damping region in the rh space also increases with the increasing ¢,, as shown from the

above marginal stability analysis. In the small ¢, case of _, = 0.2, there is no damping and

the mode just oscillates when r/; < r/c. Figure 4(b) shows clearly that this is because the

real frequency w_ is less than the branch frequency wb_ = 0 when r/; < r/¢. On the other

hand, in the large ¢, cases of ¢n = 0.4 and 0,8, a damping occurs over the interval where the

real frequency w_ is larger than the branch frequency wb_, In these cases, the damping rate

increases continuously with the decreasing rh until the real frequency reaches to the branch

frequency, at which the damping mode rapidly changes to the oscillating mode. Here, we

14



note that the rapid change from the damping mode to the oscillating mode is somewhat

related to the steep slope of the resonant fraction function r(_) near the branch frequency,

as shown in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 4, we may conclude that near the marginal state the broadening of the density

: profile might be favorable for the confinement since then the stronger resonant damping of

the fluctuation occurs (even though with the fixed temperature profile the broadening of

the density profile increases slightly the growth rate of the unstable rli mode). However, it

should be noted that the same resonance can also increase the thermal transport, through

the quasilinear kinetic thermal transport mechanism, as discussed in Sec. II.

In Fig. 5 we show the dependence of the damping rate on the wavenumber kvpi for the

two cases of ktjL,_ = 0.1 and 0.2 with r], = 2.5, r = 1 and e,` - 0.2. In this case, we note that

the branch frequency w_ = .-k_/2WDi _x -1/k v decreases (becomes more negative) with the

. decreasing k_. Figure 5 first shows that in the short wavelength region the modes generally

receive the strong damping and this is because here the real frequency is almost constant

__ with w, _ w_. On tile other hand, in the long wavelength region, _he damping occurs over

some interval in the k_ space. More damping occurs when kflL,` = 0.2 than kll L,` = 0.1,

since the branch frequency -_b,(o¢ -k_) is smaller when kilL,, = 0.2. The rapid transition

of the damped mode to the oscillating mode in the long wavelength side occurs since the

real frequency decreases faster than "_b_when the ku decreases in these cases. However, this

transition is not general feature and in some other parameter regimes, for example, with

the larger e, or r/i, it is possible for the real frequency to decrease more slowly than the

,_,, making the mode damp continuously with the decreasing ku without changing to the

oscillating mode. Here, we also note that when k_ decreases with the fixed kll the toroidal

magnetic curvature drift term _OD(O¢k_) becomes smaller than the parallel transit drift term

(kll), and the mode characteristic changes from the toroidal to the slab. The feature shown

in the long wavelength region of Fig. 5 represents an aspect of how the damping rate changes
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with this mode transition.

In Fig. 6, we show the other aspect of the behaviour of the damping rate when the mode

transition occurs through the different parameter variation. The value of kll is now changed

with the fixed values of ku = 0.5, e,_ = 0.2, and r = 1 . Figure 6 shows that when the ratio

X = kll/WO between the two drift resonant terms becomes larger than one, which means the

niode transition from the toroidal to the slab, rapid changes occur in the threshold value

r/c, and in the real frequency, which were also shown in Ref. 14. Due to the rapid increase

in the real frequency in the slab limit of X >_ 1, the damping occurs continuously without

changing to the oscillating mode when r/i decreases. This behaviour is four, d to be related to

the abrupt coupling of the weakly damped r/; mode with the heavily damped mode (which

usually remains in the damped state even when r/; ::_ r/c). This coupling to the heavily

damped mode can occur (the _se of Fig. 6) or not (the case of Fig. 5) when X becomes

larger than 1, according to the parameter regime.

Finally, we discuss the effect of the trapped electrons. In the local kinetic limit, the effect

of the trapped electrons can be estimated using the following form of the non-adiabatic

response function P,(,a) of the electron,

P,(¢) = v/_ 4v 2 _e-
(16)

where e = r/R, ca,, = -w,,T,/T,, wo, = -wD,T,/T,, r/, = L,_/LT, with LT, = -(din T,(r)/d

r) -1, and c_ _ 1. The dispersion relation including this trapped electron effect is obtained

by adding the function P,(w) to the right side of Eq. (1) as

1 + r = P(_.,)+ P,(_), (17)

A detailed study of this type of the local kinetic dispersion relation is given in Ref. 15.

As is well known, there are two important effects from the trapped electrons; (1) they

destabilize more the toroidal 77,mode; (2) they can generate an another instability, called
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tb_ trapped electron mode, which propagates in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.

When rl_ decreases, the g,.'owth rate of the toroidal rl, mode decreases, while that of the

trapped electron mode usuaJly increases. In a restricted range of parameters these two

modes couple to each other with the transition from the toroidal r/_mode to the trapped

electron mode when r/, decreases. However, in most parazneter regimes, these two modes are

well separated. Here, we consider only the latter case, well-separated modes, to show how

the damping property of of the toroidal rl; mode is changed by the trapped electrons.

We first note that the direction of the electron magnetic fiB-curvature drift (_n,) is

opposite to that of the ion (_n_). Thus, another resonance can now occur from the trapped

electrons when the frequency is negative, that is, the mode propagates to the electron dia-

magnetic drift direction. Thus, the toroidal r/_mode now has resonant interactions over all

of the frequency range by the ions (when _ > _b,) or the electrons (when _ < 0, note that

the branch frequency of the trapped electron is zero since the average kll is zero for them).

This means that there is now no oscillating mode when 7/; < rio.

In Fig. 7, we show the growth rate and real frequency as a function of rl,of the eigenmodes.

obtained from the dispersion relation (17) with the calculation of P,(_) performed similarly

as P(_) using the method described in See. III. It is shown that a new mode, that is, the

trapped electron mode is generated, and the mode is well separated from the toroidal rl,

mode by the sign of the real frequency, Fig. 7b, and the dependence of the growth rate on

the rl, shown in Fig. 7a. The unstable toroidal rh mode at rI > riois further destabilized by

the trapped electron effect. On the other hand, the oscillating toroidal rl; mode at r/, < r/c,

which was possible with no trapped electrons, now becomes a damped mode. Figure 7

shows a discontinuous transition from the unstable to the damped toroidal rl_ mode. This

discontinuity occurs because the growth rate of the rl, mode is already negative at the point

where the resonance by the trapped electron begins. Note that the branch frequency of the

trapped electrons is zero so that the resonance by the trapped electrons begins when the
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real frequency of the toroidal rh mode becomes zero. If the growth rate is positive when the

real frequency becomes zero, then the toroidal rh mode will be damped continuously with

the decreasing _?i.

V ,Summary

In tl',is work we have studied the linear resonant damping problem of the toroidal rh mode in

the local kinetic limit. We have first presented explanatioas of the important characteristics

of the toroidal re_onance. A practical contour deformation integral method has been devel-

oped to calculate the damping rate due to the toroidal particle-wave resonance. A detailed

numerical analysis is given for the damping rate of the toroidal rh mode in various parameter

regimes. Summarizing some main results from this analysis, we find:

1. For the toroidal rh mode the rezonant damping occurs if the real frequency is larger

than the branch frequency, which is given by w_, = -k_/2wD in the local kinetic limit.

From the marginal stability analysis, we can easily find the parameter regime where

the resonant daznping will occur.

2. Approximately, the parameter regime for the resonant damping can be represented as

2¢,(1 + T,/T,)(1 + k_p_) > 1. Thus, the resonant ion damping sets in when ¢,_, T,/T,,

or k_ becomes larger than a ,critical value.

3. The resonant damping of the toroidal r/; mode usually occurs over a finite interval of r/,.

This is because when rh decreases, the real frequency also decreases, becoming equal

to the branch frequency where the resonance stops.

4. The trapped electrons, with their toroidal _"B-curvature drift motion in the direction

opposite to the ions, make an another resonance possible in the negative real frequency

region. The toroidal r/; mode now has the resonant damping over all frequency regime
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by ionsorelectrons,and thereisno oscillatingmode.

Relatedtotheseresultsforthelineardampingrateofthenormaleigenmode,we havealso

shown thatthedecayrateoftheballisticresponsebythephasemixingissignificantlyslower

inthetoroidalsystemcomparedwiththeslabsystem.Thischangetoa slowerdecayrateis

relatedtothedifferenceofthelow-frequencyresonancecharacteristicsbetweentwo systems.

Finally,we wouldliketodiscusstherelevanceofthepresentworkforthelineardamping

ratetotheanomaloustransportproblem.Itisstillnotclearwhethertheanomaloustransport

occursthroughthequasilinearweakturbulenceorthroughthestrongturbulencemechanism.

The roleofthelineardampingrateappearstobe significantlydifferentbetwecnthesetwo

models.First,intheweak turbulencemode, thesaturationofthefluctuationscomes from

thequuilinearrelaxationofthetemperatureprofiletonearthemarginallystableprofile.

Inthiscasethekineticresonantinteractionplaystwo importantroles:one istoinducethe

kineticquasilineartransportnearthemarginalstabilitystateasdiscussedinSec.II;theother

istosuppressthefluctuationthroughtheresonantdamping.Inthestrongturbulencecase

thecalculationspresentedheremust be extendedtothereson,,ncesofthebeat-waveswith

theparticledistributions.Thisextensionofthework tothetoroidalbeat-waveresonance

willbe consideredina futurestudy.
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Appendix: Phase Mixing Decay In the Toroidal Plasma
System

In this appendix, we consider an interesting problem which is closely related to the resonant

damping problem in the mo,in text. We study the decay problem of the ballistic response by

the phase mixing. We show that the decay rate by the phase mixing of the ballistic response

in the toroid_l system is significantly weaker that in the slab system. In the toroidal system

there is slow power-law decay of the ballistic perturbation rather than the exponential decay

in the slab system.

As is well known, the ballistic response is the part of the perturbed distribution which

carries the information about the initial perturbation. This ballistic response in phase space

decays only or, the time scale of collisions, but the perturbed density or current produced

by this ballistic response decays rapidly in time by the phase mixing. In the slab s':stem the

perturbed density is well known that the decay by the phase mixing occurs exponentially as

exp(-k_v_t2/2) with t,t = (T/m) _/2. Here, we show how this decay rate is changed by the

toroidal magnetic VB-curvature drift to a power law decay. For simplicity, we assume that

the guiding center drift occurs in one direction (here the y direction) perpendicular to the

magnetic field with the velocity v_ = vD(c_v_/v_ + v_/v_) (here c_ ,-, 1/2), and consider the

sinusoida_ initial phase space perturbation of amplitude A given by

f_(t - O) - AFM(t')cos(k_y + kllZ) , (A1)

with the Maxwellian velocity distribution FM(V) = exp(-v2/2v2,)/(27rv2,) 3/_. The ballistic

response of this initial perturbation develops in time according to convection in phase space,

so that f(x,v,t) = f(x- vt,v,O), It is easy to see that the time evolution of the perturbed
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density related to this ballistic response is given by

oo oo e- 2_-_,

= Re me ik*'_+ikll* expt 2(l+i_Dt) l (A2)
(1 + iawot)(1 + iwDt)l/_ '

where WD = 2kvvD. We can see that due to the complex time dependent exponent in Eq. (A4)

there is a transition in the decay of the initial data at t, -- i/coD, that is,

/ /._ ,2 t2 )

A cos(kuy + kllz)ex p (,-_ for t < t,
6n_,(t) = j,,.._,22 (A3)

Acos(kvy + kllZ + _)/Ot(WDt) 3/2 for t > t, .

At t < t. the phase mixing is dominated by the dispersion in the parallel drift and the decay

occurs exponentially, but after the time t. the phase mixing is domirmted by the dispersion

in the guiding center drift and the decay occurs as a power law of t-3/_, oscillating at the

frequency wb, = -k_ v_/2wo, which is the branch frequency related to the guiding center

drift resonance model.

This feature of the decay rate by phase mixing for t > t. may be understood in terms

of the resonant fraction function r(w) defined in Eq. (5). Note that the time evolution of

the perturbed density by the phase mixing can be written as the Fourier transform of the

resonance fraction function, as given by

/_,o_fik(t) = dwr(w)e -i'°t , (A4)

where 6nk(t) = Re[Ae'k'u+'k"_6fik(t)]. As discussed in Sec. II, the resonant fraction r(w) in

the toroidal system is zero at w < wb_, and thus Eq. (A6) can be written as

6fi_(t) = L_ da,,r(w)e -i'"tb,r

= WD e-i_b't fo°° d_,r(_)e -C"'''°t , (AS)
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with _ = (w--wb,)/a2D. Here, we note that r(w) has a very smooth shape except near w ~ wb,

as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, for t > t, = 1/WD the large _ part of r(_) will be canceled out

rapidly by the phase mixing, and the main contribution to 6fi_(t) will come from the small

region. Then, uaing that at the small _ region r(_) has the & dependence of o¢&1/2 we

cans_ethatfort> t,

6nk(t) _ A cos(k_y + klfz--wb_t)
a(wot)3/2 , (A6)

which isthe same as E,q.(AS). Thus, we findthattheparticularfeatureof the decay

rateby thephasemixingof theballisticresponseinthe toroidalsystemisrelatedtothe

low-frequencycharacteristicofthetoroidalwave-particlesresonance.
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Figure Captions

1. The resonant particle fraction as a function of _/wD_ for the two values of kll/_D, = 0

and 1.

2. The value of P-function a_ a function w,/WD, when _/WD, = --1, w,, = _, = kli = 0.

and no FLR term where w, and w, represent the real and imaginary values of w (the

dotted line is from the Fig. 6 in the paper of Similon et al.9)

3. The marginal stability boundaries in the [r/;,e,] space for the three cases (a) bi =

0, kll-- 0, (b) b_= 0.25, kll = 0, (c) bl = 0.25, kll = 0.Se,, with r = 1.

4:. The normalized growth rate (a) and real frequency (b) as a function of r/, for the three

cases of e,, = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 when kvp, = 0.5. r = 1, and kll = 0.1.

5. The normalized growth rate (a) and real freouency (b) as a function of k_p_ for the

two cases of kll = 0.1 and 0.2 when rh = 2.5, en = 0.2, and r = 1.

6. The normalized growth rate (a) and real frequency (b) as a function of 77,for various

kll values when kvp, = 0.5, en = 0.2 and r = 1.

7. The growth rate (a) and real frequency (b) of the toroidal rh mode and the trapped

electron mode (TEM) when e = 0.1,r/, -- 2.,kvp, = 0.5, en = 0.2, kll = 0.1, and r = 1.
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